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-3-LBL-1270 3 P 0 two-body interactions. This gave polarizations of sufficient magnitude but of the wrong shape, indicating again that the P-wave interaction was the dominant cause of the observed nucleon polarization. The purpose of the present work, therefore, was to obtain accurate The weak part t(w) contains all the additional nucleon-nucleon input information and is treated in first order perturbation theory. Sets of both P and D partial waves are included, so it is possible that the D-wave contributions account for the major differences seen in the curves in Fig. 2 .
Although the older work showed that the cross sections in N-d scattering could be quite well reproduced in three-body calculations using just the S-wave two-nucleon forces, it is now very clear that accurate and extensive polarization data have provided the tests that prove the necessity for the inclusion of higher partial waves in the calculations.
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